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.BILLINGION,STUBBLEFIE111,BLALOCK WIN,
Chandler Candidates Have It
Rough; Miss Owens Is Victor

By JAMES R. RENNEUSEN
United Press Staff Correspondent
LOUISVILLE Ell — Kentucky
Democrats nominated Doris Owens for the unexpired term as
clerk of the Court of Appeals
by a majority that should surpass 110,000 votes.
Miss Owens' primary election
victory constitutes a pointed public rebuke to Gov. A. B. Chandler, who attempted to oust
w her from the office only four
months ago during a heated dispute with the state's highest
c ourt.
She had served as deputy
clerk under ..‘he late Charles K.
O'Connell, who died in January.
Chandler was supporting June
L. Suter, Warsaw, against Miss
Owens. Suter lost the 1st through
the 6th districts by heavy marl" gins, was trailing in the 7th
District, and was holding a narrow edge in the 43th District.
When the vote count came to
a temporary halt early this
morning, Miss Owens had a
total of 128.121 votes and Suter
had 45,744 with 1,555 of the
state's 4,086 precincts reported
Central Kentuelcy gave Miss
Owens her biggest vote and
her biggest majorities. In the
6th District, which. includes the
state capital and Chandler's trastronghold,
Bluegrass
ditional
Ite

Miss Owens. rolled up a 30,000
vote majority with less than
half of the precincts reporting.
The voting was light in Louisville, but the metropolitan 3rd
District still amassed a 20,000
vote majority for Miss Owep.s.
Her opponent received only 3,032
votes in populous Jefferson
County,• which he carried in an
unsuccessful race for secretary
of state only two years ago.
The quiet grey-haired stenographer out-polled Suter 2-to-1
in his own home district, the
5th. Miss Owens held a 6,500
vote lead in the 5th District
with slightly more than half of
the precincts reporting.
Even in Gallatin County, which
is Suter's home, he was able
to win by only 122 votes, 851
to 729. Miss Owens carried three
of the nine precincts in Gallatin
County.

Ben Scherffius Back
'From UK Reunion,
Class Of 1907

4

Jake Dunn Is
Named City
f.Judge Tuesday
City voters selected six councilmen and a City Judge yesterday. Voters handed the office
of City Judge to William H.
"Jake" Dunn.
Dunn defeated the incumbent
Bob McCuistion by over s i x

Ben Scherffius has returned
from a pleasant visit in Lexington where he attended the reUnion of the class of 1907 of the
University of Kentacky.
Mr. Scherffius said that 33 of
the original 73 attended. Only
18 of the number has passed
away.
Louis Hillenmeyer of the class
Invited the entire group to a
luncheon at his home about five
miles from Lexington. They also
had a banquet and a picnic given
by the university.
The university also presented
each member of the class a scroll
which indicated they were members of the "Half Century Club."
Mr. Scherffius. said that two
persons attended the reunion
from California, and others came
from all points of the nation.
Mr. and Mrs. Thorn, who attended the reunion, will stop by
Murray for a visit on their way
home to Texas.

1 Rayburn, Miller, Patterson
Returned SteeleI Jailer_

1

Calloway County voters turned out yesterday in what proved
to be record numbers. A total of
8,845 voters placed their ballolts
in the boxes from 600 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. yesterday.

James Blalock •
Circuit Court Clerk

Clyde Steele
New Jailer

Yanks Win Over Cubs J. H. Shackelford
In Little League
Convention Speaker

Owen Billington
Re- Elected

Cohen -Stubblefield
J. H. Shackelford will be one
Elected Sheriff
of the speakers at the second
annual convention of the Kentucky Society of Public Accountants June 19-21 at the Newport,
Kentucky, Knights of Celuinbus
auditorium.
Shackelford will be one of
three panelists with his subject
being "Improving Oneself as a
Public Accountant and Building
a Practice."
In addition to other business
In the second contest of the
sessions and entertainment, ofevening the Cards racked up a ficers
will be selected for the
Word was received in Murray
6-4 victory over the Reds. The
coming year.
yesterday of the death of Will
winning pitcher was Blackburn.
Miller Sparkman. a native of
Danner was on the mound for
this county, at his home in
the losing- 'Reds. Blickburn had
Oklahoma City. Okla. Will Milthree hits, Hendon two and Tid4er, age 52, passed away Tuesday
well two for the Cards while
at 11 a.m, following a heart atEllis and Hutson managed two
tack.
hits and a home run respectively
for the Reds.
He is survived by his wife,
Price support for the 1958 crop Joyce 'Graham Sparkman; one
of wheat will be at a national son, J. Matt Sparkman, o n e
average of at least 11.78 a bushel, brother, Matt Sparkman, dean
the Calloway County ASC was of men at Murray State College:
informed recently.
two sisters, Mrs. Roxie Barron
With quotas In effect, this and Kim Thelma Sparkman of
minimum average support will Alexandria, La.
nit be reduced, but may be inWASHINGTON, D. C. —Bobby creased if a combination of the
Will Miller was a member of
E. Hays, whose wife, Nellie, lives actual wheat parity price, and the Church of Christ in Oklahoon Route 6, Murray, recently the wheat supply relationships ma. The body will arrive in
was promoted to private first indicate a higher support price.
Murray at the J. H. Churchill
class at Walter Reed Army HosRoy C. Gray, Chairman of the Funeral Home at 12:00 Thursday
pital, Washington, D. C.
State ASC. explains that price and the funeral will be at the 7th
A supply Cerk at the hospital, support on the 1958 wheat crcp and Poplar Street Church of
Hays entered the Army in Au- will again be carried out through Christ Friday afternoon at 2:00
gust of last year and completed loans on farm and warehouse •o'clock • with Eld. Don Kes:cr,
basic training at Fort Chaffee stored wheat and through pur- Bro. Paul Lyles and Eli. George
Ark.
chase agreements
(Continued on Back Page)
Two games were played in the
Little League last night. The
Yanks were 6-5 winners over the
Cubs in the opening game. Winning pitcher was Rowland and
Cub Hurler, Howe, was tagged
with the loss. The Yanks' offensive attack was led by Faughn and Kerlick with two hits
each, one of Kerlick's being a
round tripper. Edwards had two
hits for the Cubs.

Magistrate
Races Draw
Interest
Squire H. M. Workman was
defeated yesterday in the Murray
Magisterial
District
race
for
magistrate. Mr. Workman h a s
held the position for a number
of years. Mr. Workman received
a total of 1644 while his winning
opponent K. B. McCuistion received 1845.
In the constable race Fred T.
Lee received 940 and L. A. Story
the winner received 1873.
Magistrates were elected in
four other Magisterial Districts.
Concord District
Noel Warren won the post in
the Concord District. He received
272 votes while Otis H. Bucy
received 191 and L. C. Byerly
received 67 votes.
Liberty District
Almon Wilfoughby was returned as Magistrate in the Liberty
District. He received 328 votes to
218 for his opponent H. C.
"Hamp" !Vs.
(Continued on Back Page)

Brother Of
Matt Sparkman
Dies Tuesday

1958 Wheat Crop
Support $1.78

by Hays Now
rivate First Class

Owen Billington wai returned
by the voters for"another term
as State Representative over his
opponent Charlie Lassiter. It was
Lassiter's second bid for 'he office. Billington received 4351
votes to Lassiter'e' 3748.
Calloway voters gave an overwhelming vote to the anti-Chandler candidate Miss Doris Owens,
electing her with a total of 5111
votes to J. L. Suter's 1431.
In the Circuit Judge race in
Calloway Earl T. Osborne received 3388 votes and the incumbent Judge H. H. Lovett received 3632.
In the race for Circuit Court
Clerk James H. Blalock received
6524- Votes while Mary Russell
Williams his opponent got 1729.
Waylon Raburn was returned
to the County Judge's office with
a vote of 3399. Dewey D. Crass
was next with 2686. Leon Hal?
received 1342 and Garland Neale
received 774.
Bob Miller was returned to the
County Attorney's office with a
vote of 6889 while George H.
Weeks, his opponent, received
854 votes.
In the County Court Clerk's
race, Randall Patterson won over
his opponent Hatton Garner.
Patterson received 4846 votes

FIVE

while Garner received 3361. It
was Garner's second attempt to
obtain the post.
•
C911Pa SU'Wo•Sit.-vt2tular.041,in
the "MOH1è8è13 aieriff's race.
Stubblefield received 2965 votes
while his closest opponent Woodrow Rickman received 2634.
Trellis Boggess received 242
votes, Harold Speight 925 and
and A. A. "Red" Doherty 1488.
In the Jailer's race, incumbent
Ed Burkeen was unseated; Clyde
Steele was the winner With 2297
votes. Burkeen received 1062,
Willard Gordon 631, Seth Cooper
with 1630, Bryan Nanney 233,
Joe B. McCuistion 184, Le A Carraway 1335 and Luther Suggs
786.

MTS FFA Will
Enter State
Competition
The State Convention of the
Future Farmers of America, will
be held in the Kentucky Hotel
at Louisville on June 5-7.
Eight members of the Murray
Training FFA and their advisor
Leroy Eldridge, are planning to
attend the meet.
The boys planning to attend
are Larry Suiter, Jimmy Thompson, Charles Byers, Bobby Meador, Robes. Ilic-rett, JerrY tta1e,

DAY FOILECABT

ateITTO Pattra
•
Kentucky — Temperatures for
the five - day perii_xi, Thursday
through Monday, will average
two to three degrees below the
state normal of 70 degres. Little
warmer Thursday and Friday,
turning cooler about Saturday or
Sunday. Precipitation will average less than one-tenth of an
inch in scattered thundershowers
mostly west portion Thursday oi
Friday_ and a few light showers
about Satprday or Sunday.

if

n
Daatd

tr..da,"

and Chars

Outland.
These boys were selected to ga
because they won various entries
in the District FFA Day held at
Murray State College on April 4.
Larry Suiter prepared the ei•triet
winner
in
Community
Dairying. Murray Training won
the State contest last year and
hopes to repeat this year.
Jimmy Thompson won the Soil
and aWter Conservation contest
(Continued on Back , Page)
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CLERK, COURT
William H. "Jake" Dunn
of APPEALS
Named City Judge
Doris Owens
hundred votes Dunn received J. L Suter
1658 votes and McCuistion reSTATE
ceived 1018 votes.
In the council race James R.
REPRESENTATIVE
"Jim" Payne was the candidate Owen Billington
with the least number of votes, Charlie Lassiter
thus placing the other six candidates in office. Voters had to
CIRCUIT JUDGE
choose six of the seven for Ward Earl Osborne

H. H. Lovett
Eli Guy Spann received 2088
votes, Frank H. Lancaster 1898,
Richard T. Tuck 2073, James R.
"Jim" Payne 1655, Merritt G.
Marine 2016, Ben Grogan 2204
and Paul Perdue 2002.
Both Spann and Grogan were
incumbents. Only. six persons filed for council in Ward "A",
therefore their names were not
on the ballot.
Holmes Ellis was the only one
to file for Mayor and his name
too was not on the ballot.

WEATHER

CIRCUIT COURT
CLERK
Mary Williams
James Blalock
COUNTY JUDGE
Dewey Crass
Garland Neale
_
Waylon Rayburn
Leon Hale
COUNTY ATTORNEY
Geo. Weeks
Bob Miller
COUNTY COURT
CLERK
Randall Patterson
Hafton Garner

0
8
Li
tii

S.W. Concord

N. Concord
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SHERIFF
Woodrow Rickman
Cohen Stubblefield
By UNITED PRESS
Harold Speight
Southwest Kentucky — Partly Trellis Boggess
cloudy and a little warmer today. A. A. Doherty
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Seth Cooper
Some 5:30 am. temperatures:
Louisville 53, Lexington 52, Pa- Bryan Nanney
ducah 55, Bowling Green 54, -Clyde Steele
Covington 54, London 56 and Joe B. McCuistion
Leo Cars-away
Hopkinsville ;7.
Evansville, Ind., 52.
Luther Suggs
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REPORT

tonight and Thursday, with chance
of some thundershowers late
JAILER
Thursday. High today 78, low Ed Burkeen
tonight 56.
Willard Gordon
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A REAL PERKER-UPPER!

MAJOR LEAGUE

Spahn Pitches Just As Good Out
West As He Did In East

, for transmission as
Satered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky
Second Class Matter

By - TIM

per week 20c, per
IllThISCREMON RATES: By Carrier AD Murray,
$1.50; Jesolids 815c. In Calloway sad actioizung counties, per year
ossers, $5.50.

t NIT=
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FISHING REPORT

STANDINGS
National League
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Milwaukee
Philadelphia
St. Louis
New York
Chicago
Pittsburgh

25
21
21
20
17
15
11
10

13
13
14
15
18
21
22
24

Pct.
.658
.618
600
.571
.486
417
.333
294

GB
2
2
/
21
2
/
31
2
/
61
9
2
/
111
13

been very cooperative whenever
the weather would permit fishing.
Most rough fish are tivough
spawning, and now they are
responding to the feed in the
baited fishing dock area. In
411.
addition, stripper have been takNew York 6, night
en on minnows every night und- Phila. 16
Brooklyn 2, 11 inns.,
er the dock flood light. only Pittsburgh 3
night
one night this week suitable
e 1 Cincinnati 0, night
for gas lantern fishing around Milwauke
Chicago 1, night
bridge piers, and we tried it St. Louis 5
success.
good
with
All in all, I would say that
fishing on this lake remains
Philadelphia at New York
excellent.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh
Individual Catches
Chicago at Milwaukee
Mr.
:
Kentucky
Hopkinsville,
(Only games scheduled).
M.
L.
6
Lane,
and Mrs. John
Runt.
River
Bass up to 342 lbs,
By UNITED PRESS
Calvin Moran and John Mcnothwants
who
Satchel Paige,
Coy, 1 Sauger, 4 Striper and 4
2 lbs., Hell1
ing to do with time, is still Black Bass, top 3/
Philadelphia at New York (2)
demonstrating the finer points bender.
Brooklyn at Pittsblirgh (2)
Interto the youngsters in the
Mrs. Nelson Bennett, Mr. and Chicago at Milwaukee (2)
,
•
national League.
Mrs. Jack Rutlad, 20 Catfish, Cincinnati at St. Louis (2)
Listed in the .record books top 10 lbs., worms, total weight
as 48, Paige came through with 70 lbs.
another fine relief performance , Terry Jackson and Tommy
'Tuesday night as Miami edged Pantie.), 15 Catfish, up to 10 lbs.,
L Pct. GB
Havana, 5-4, in 10 innings. Bob total weight, 45 lbs., worms and
23 19 .697
Micelotta's sixth homer of the shrimp.
Chicago
Golden Voted, Kentucky: Dick New York
22 13 .629 2
year was the decisive blow as
2 lbs,
/
21 14. .600 3
the fourth-place Marlins kept Martin 15 Striper up to 11
Cleveland
15
2
/
19 19 .500 61
within three games of front- oannows. Mrs. Paul Gilliam,
Boston,
18 19 .486 7
Striper, top 2 lbs., Minnows.
running Buffalo.
Detroit
Hopkinsollle. Kentucky: Mrs. Karisas City
17 20 .459 8
The Buffalo Bisons remained
2
/
13 2.2 .371 11
three percentage peonts ahead H. A. Tuggle 16 Crappie. top 11
Baltimore
12 28 .300 141i.
of Richmond uy cooing Tlrunte, ibs, minnows.
Washington
6
top
H. A. Tuggle 12 Carp,
8-5. Steve Nagy pitched shutout
ball over the last four innings lbs., dough.
to gain his second victory in
three decisions.
New York 6 Boston 5, 10 inns.
FAIR OPENS
Richmond shaded Columbus,
Chicago 3 Kansas City 1
4-3, with Bob Wiesler winning
Cleveland 4 Detroit 3
PARIS Ill --The 46th Internahis thirdotame against two losses.
(Only games scheduled).
opened today
Fair
.
Paris
tional
ninthtwo-run
a
hit
Henley
Gail
3,330 exhibits.
inning homer., fpr the Jets but with a reeorej 14
presented an
John James, relieving Witsaler, The United States
"atom and life" exhibit demonput out the fire.
at Chicago
energy
Rochester scored once in the strating uses of atomic
City at Detroit
Kansas
am]
e
agricultur
industry,
in
Montreal,
ninth inning to beat
at Washington
medicine.
Lea New York
4-3.
Baltimore at Boston

Water, 72 degrees and dingy.
Remarks: We have really had
the weather this week — rain
and more, rain., The only thing
wetter than the fish has been
the fishermen. The fish have

Yesterday's Results

Satchel Paige
Still In The
Ball Game

MORIARTY

United Press Sports Writer
If there are any members of
the Dodgers and the Giants harboring misgivings about their
proposed transfers to California,
thpeamoughtto consult Warren
they
s
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Today's Games

Tomorrow's Games

well, b bi hts bast spirits
SPINY HOOPER, tile boy saved from the
He is
yet with that ball autographed by the New York
shown before leaving Bayyiew hospital at Mastic Ben*, Long
(internat(onal Bousedpisoto)
Island, for borne.

musts.

the 10th and then
ning and handed him his sixth champions in
s singled home the
McDougaL
Gil
loss.
"icer."
Moon Extends Streak
A two-run pinch homer in the
Jackson, a relief pitcher, was ninth by Ed Robinson, who was
awarded- with his second start of released by Detroit only iwo
the season against the Cubs and v.oteks ago, enabled the Indians
promptly set them down with to defeat the Tigers. Don Moss'
only five hits. A single by Wally held the Tigers to only three
Moon enabled him to run his hits in the first eight innings but
hitting streak through 21 games. was trailing 3-2 when he gave
Rookie Bill Fischer allowed way in the ninth to Ray Narleski,
only six hits in pitching t h e who gained the victory.
White Sox to their win over the
A's. He lost his bid for a shutout
in the fourth inning on a homer
1
by Hal Smith.
saAusCATE
tOtc•nts'

Since moving west with the
e
old Boston Braves to Milwauke
four years ago, Spahn has proved
he is just as good pitching cen the
shores of Lake Michigan as he
was during his younger days on
the banks o fthe Charles River.
The wily, 38-yearoald southpaw hooked up with Cincinnati's
young Don Gross in an old-fashpitching duel Tuesday
ioned
night at Milwaukee. Gross had a
no-hit, no-run game going until
the eighth inning when Bopby
Thomson led off the frame with
a triple and later scored on
Frank Torre's single to •giv e
Spahn and the Braves a 1-0 victory.
The Braves' triumph allowed
2 games
/
them to move within 21
of pace-setting Cincinnati and to
within a half game of the Dodgers, who dropped a 1-2, 11inning detision to the Pittsburgh
Pirates. In other National League
Jackson
games, Larry
night
pitched the St. Louis Cardinals
to a 5-1 triumph over the Chicligo Cubs, and the Phillies
whipped the Giants, 16-6.

Final Shakedown
Tests For Auto
RaceTo Be Today

The Red Sox came from behind to tie the Yankees, 5-5, on
Ted Williams' 11th homer of the
season. But Hank Bauer doubled
home two runs for the world
DECISION FOR DEVIL

NEW YORK lIFt .— At least
one person made a decision for
the devil when evangelist Billy
Graham opened his crusade at
Madison Square Garden. Professional photographer Ben Mancuso said a Speed Graphic, a
reflex camera and a tripod were
stolen from him when his attention was momentarly divert-

t

11111 DESTRUCTTYE TERMTTT
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
—Licensed and Inaure11-San, Kell.,
Phan.. 441

Kelley's Pest
Control

Chisox Down A's

In American League action, the
down the field. It flashed on 11 White Sox retained their twoBy KURT FREUDENTHAL
piece by
times last year, thus holding game hold on fir
United Press Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS,Ind., 1114 —The down Flaherty's winning speed downing the Athletics, 3-1; the
Indians shaded the Tigers, 4-3,
33 starters in the Memorial Day of 128.490.
The 1536 champ wry; watch the and the Yankees scored three
500-mile auto race push their
in- runs in the 410th inning to defeat
g
lowslug roadsters onto the speed- race. He is recoverin from
dirt track the Red Sox; 8-55. Baltimore and
way oval today for final -twits. juries suffered in a
event last summer.
Washington were not scheduled.
and shakedown runs.
Spahn allowed eight hits in
Some will practice tire changchalking up his fifth victory of
ing and retuning against the HERS SCORE IS
the season and his third over the
stopwatch. Others will check car- DOING ALRIGHT
buretion and cruise around the , HAGERSTOWN, Md. an — Redlegs this year. He has ahvays
brick and asphalt course at a Cleveland pitcher Herb Score been tough on Cincinnati and
Your customers and prospects
speed they hope to maintain for conceded "It's up to nature now" now holds a 42-14 lifetime recyour letterhead before they
see
200 laps in their bid for fame as he started an additional two- ord against the Redlegs.
read your letter. Let us design
Pittsburgh relief pitcher Elroy
and glory in the nation's pre- week recuperation period today
a letterhead that will make this
Face won his own game against
at the home of an uncle.
miere gasoline derby.
first impression favorable.
The 24-year old southpaw ar- the Dodgers when he scored on
The weather outlook was optimistic. It called for "mostly fair rived here! Tuesday frona Cleve- PeeWee Reese's wild throw to
and cooler"--a 100 per cent im- land, where he was hospitalized the plate In the 11th inning Don
provement over predictions for for three weeks, with a severe Newcombe absorbed the lots.
The Phillies ran up their highthe . two tulle trial weekends, eye injury suffered while pitchPHONE 55
when rain interfered on all but ing against the New York Yank- est run total in nearly three years
the
Giants. Winning
against
the final day last Sunday.
ees May 7.
Pin Stops Discussed
Before leaving the local air- pitcher Bob Miller, Rip Repulski,
The majority of pilots figured port for the home of his uncle Willie Jones and Stan Lopata
on at least two pit stops. Some Arthur Flood, Score said, "Ii each drove in three runs. Johnny
cars, like the big powerful Novis probably be here about two Antonelli failed to retire a single
driven by Paul Russo and Tony weeks and then the doctors wiL batter as the Phils hopped on
him for four runs in the first in•Bettenhausen, may make as many take another look at my eye."
Cleveland at Chicago (21
as four.
Kansas City at Detroit (2)
"The smoother you drive, the
New York at Washington (2)
mole you'll conserve your tires."
Baltimore at Boston (2)
said former national driving king
Sam Hanks, who is competing in
his 12th "500". "I plan to save
my rubber Si) I'll have to make
PRESS
By UNITED
only two stops".
NEW ORLEANS, La.: Charley
Hanks was runner-up to Pat
outYork,
Norkus, 194, New
Flaherty last year.
Baton
pointed Crowe Peek, 186,
Jimmy Daywalt was one of the
Rouge, La. (10).
few speed merchants hoping to
make just one stop—"and we can
HOLLYWOOD: Jose Luis Co- do it, too," he added confidently.
Although the racing fraternity
tero 126, Dallas, Tex., knocked
Moreno, differed on the number of pit
out Richardo (Pajailto)
stops, the consensus of opinion
anal.
127, Mexico City (7).
was the winner will stop three
times for servicing. His car will
be especially hard in tires because it is the "take charge"
machine.
Speed Record Seen
There also was general agreement that the record of 130 840
mph for the distance set by the
late Bil Vuituvich in 1954 will
go by ,the boards. Estimates ranged from 131 to 137.
Pat O'Connor, the pole sitter
and top favorite along with
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. IP —
Multi-Vitamin, Low-Fat Milk contains a liberal supply
s former winner Troy Ruttman in
Facts and figures on Thursday'
a
of
pool
An
Mile
"Hundred
41st annual 500 mile Memorial
added vitamin A, vitamin Bi, 132, and niacin; vitamin D,
Hour Club" members, predicted
Day auto race: '
race
the
would
be
than
faster
iron, and iodine. It also contains valuable calcium and
Probable attendance — 150,000
last year. But how fast "will be
(estimated).
by
the
yellow
governed
light."
phosphorus, which help build strong bones and sound
Weather—Mostly fair and coolThe yellow light signals an
er.
teeth. It's a package of nutrition, just the milk
accident or other OrrOructien on
Starting time-11 a m., c.d.t.
the track and automatically siows
in
car
fastest
33
e
Field—Th
to help you get a balanced diet, no matter how
qualifications.
much you're watching your waistline. It's
Prize money — guaranteed
$20,000 to winner; 110,000 to rungood tasting and refreshing, too.
ner-up. Total purse, including
accessory awards, expected to
exceed $300.000.
ORDER YOURS TODAY
Radio—Speedway network of
beginning
stations,
300
more than
10:45 a.m., c.d.t., until 3:15 p.m.
Television — none.
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Fight Results

with Charles E. (Chip)
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER shakes hands
for his post as
Bohlen on the latter's farewell call before leaving
r to Russia
ambeasador to the Philippines. Bohlen was ambassado
international/
before transfer.
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Sunburst

RACE
FACTS

Multi-Vitamin, low-Fat Milk

It helps you lose weight and enjoy it!

of

memmim.
Murray Lumber Co. Inc. I

1

"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
Phone 262
104 East Maple St.

FOR PROMPT, DEPENDABLE

Plumbing Repair Service
call

Elroy Sykes Plumbing Co.
603 South 4th — Murray, Ky.
Night Phone 1654
Day Phone 1654
Install.
and
Sell
We
BATH ROOM FIXTURES - KITCHEN SINKS WATER HEATERS and WELL PUMPS
— AT VERY REASONABLE RATES —
*

24-HOUR SERVICE *

ANOTHER DUNKIRK
LONDON RP —Seventy "little"
ships" will sail from Ramsgate
Harbor June 28 and 29 fter Dunkirk in a re-enactment of the
famous 1940 crossing. Ramsiate
was theunloading point for 83,000 troops and civilians in the
bloody evacuation from Diinkirk
when Britain's fleet of small
boats saved the remnants of
Britain's battered army.

RYAN MILK CO.
GRADE "A" DIVISION
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Try These Proven Recipes Blue Cross Takes Care Of
For Easy Spring Gardening Unexpected Hospital Bills
Follow the
Seed packets can be put to details of the job. used with
you
good use even after your seeds same procedure
in coverparticularly
boxes,
are in the ground. Placed on seed
soil.
sticks at the end of each row, ing the seeds with porous feeling
To avoid the frustrated
they make a colorful reminder of
growing
isn't
what seeds you have planted and that your garden
as it should, and also so that you
where they are growing.
can keep the different varieties
After a few weeks, it is easy et flowers sorted out by growing
to forget which seeds are where time, you should know when to
—so, at least until the plants expect your seeds to sprout. You
poke up above the soil, keep the will want slow sprouting seeds
location of each variety of flower in the same section of the garden.
marked on little stakes at the The following list is based on inend of each row,
formation developed in seed labSowing seeds is an easy and in- oratories. It may mean only a
teresting part of gardening. All difference of a few days in your
annual flower seeds can be sown garden, but it's an important difdirectly in the garden. This is ference. Here is your time guide
fortunate, because many flowers in planting these flowers:
are hard to transplant from seed
Five to Ten Days.
boxes.
Sweet Alyssum Leptosyne
, Some of the difficult transplant- Antirrhinum
Linaria
ers are California poppy, gode(snap-dragon)Lobelia 1
tia, kochia, leptosyne, linaria, Aster
Lupins
lupin, matthiola, nasturtium, English Daisy Marigolds
dwarf phlox, poppies, portulaca Browallia
Mimulus
and salpiglossis.
Nicotiana
Calendula
(sweet tobacco)
In sowing flower "seeds, first Calliopsis
Pansy
bed,
Candytuft
prepare a smooth seed
Petunia
loosening the soil to a depth of Celosia
Annual Phlox
six inches. Work into it four Centaurea
Portula ca
pounds of plant food for each 100 Coreopsis
Mignonette
each
Cosmos
square feet. Then, outline
area you ate reserving for a par- Sweet William Schizanthus
Viola
ticular flower. If you wish, you Dianthus
Zinnia
can mix the seed with sand to California
Nasturtium 1
help scatter it over the space as
Poppy
evenly as possible. Sift a light Godetia
covering of porous soil over the
Ten to Twenty Days.
seed and firm it lightly.
Sweet Pea
Ageratum
Until the seeds sprout, the soil Cobaea
Forget-me-not
Nigella
must be kept moist. This means
Scandens
daily sprinkling with a tine spray, Coleus
, Primrose
seed
the
wash
Cypress Vino
taking care not to
Dahlia
Cardinal
out of the soil by directing too Carnation
Climber
heavy a stream of water on them. Snow-on-theCastor Bean
mountain
If you began your gardening
Scabiosa
during the winter or early spring Gaillardia
Salpiglossis
by planting in a seed box, you Gerbera
Verbena _.
Kochia
important
already know the most

Delited To
Use More
Strawberries

prevent, the prospective victim
must rub an ointment before
hand on whatever part of himself
he thinks may be exposed.
There preparations, dermatologists know little about. Until
they know more, they advise
people who know they have
touched poison, to wash themselves thoroughly with plain soap
and water as quickly as possible. That will wash off at
By DELOS SMITH
least some of the poison and
United Press Science Editor
the consequences of the contact
NEW YORK II
— The best may be less as the result.
scientific advice concerning poison ivy at the beginning of a MISSING MISSIVES MORIBUND
new poison ivy season still is
UNION, N. J. tr.— Mail carleave the stuff strictly alone.
rier Albert Mueller is in trouble
There has been some indication
with postal officials because he
over the last few years 'shat
turned a cemetery into a dead
science might be close to finding
letter office. Postal inspectors
some easy way of making sensiinvestigating complaints that resitive people immune to poison
dents failed to receive expected
ivy poison but so far it hasn't
letters found quantities of mail
materialized.
in Hollywood Cemetery. AuthRather scientists who observe
orities said Mueller confessed
changing fashions in male and
dumping the mail but "only on
female attire for country wear,
days when it was too heavy."
fear a huge increase in victims
this year. Bermuda khorts expose
male knees; female Worts expose
the legs.
Slacks rather than shorts were
much better for country wear
from the poison ivy viewpoint
because if worn with closed
shoes Ind socks, they expose nb
flesh.
June 1 begins the poison ivy
season by that date every spring,
poison ivy has grown high and
thick.
The expectation of an easy
way of acquiring immunity artificitilly comes from the isolating
and identifying of the chemical
compound in the plant which
cause the tiOiible for people
whose s!.ins are sensitive. Some
people have natural immunity.
So far nothing. spectacular has
resulted although intensive work
is going on in the laboratories
companies.
of
pharmaceutical
Knowing the chemical nature of
the poison, it seems reasonable
that chemists eventually will find
ways of immunizing against tt
and of counteracting it once it
has made contact with skin.
Meanwhile the only truly effective preventive is to know
the plant so well it can be
identified at a distance so it
can be avoided. City people
should keep their legs and feet
covered while in the country
and keep their arms and faces
out of any plant life with which
they are not entirely familiar.
New Preparations Marketed
They should not touch the
clothes of anyone who has been
wading in underbrush or walking in the woods, and they should
not touch dogs or cats who have
OVINE) cameras a lawful at
'been doing that. Poison ivy ,,Woishington home of Joseph
*poison gets on clothes and in
Rauh. attorney for Arthur Miller, her husband. Marilyn Monanimal fur and can come off
roe tells reporters, "I feel, in
onto the fle.% of the sensitive.
fact Ira sure, that in the end
Several new preparations are
he will win. I mean I'm very
on the market this season which
confident of it." That is, Miller
purport both to prevent poison
Will win contempt of Congress
ivy eruptions and to hasten healcase.
(international.)
ing should eruptions develop. To

Leave Poison
Ivy Alone
Good Advice

Could you pay a big unexpect- unlike other businesses in our
ed hospital bill out of your community. Your hospital works
current savings? The chances are around the clock, 24 hours a
very good that you could not. day. 365 days a year. Such perSeventy two per cent of all petual service calls for a great
American families have no sav- number of employees, of course.
ings account, or savings of less ! The Murray Hospital employee
than $500. That is why more 80 petiole. This is an average
and more persons are turning of 2 persons per patient. In
to pre-payment plans for health no other business would you
care. These plans allow t h e find such in arrangement, but
family to budget for their health in the hospital, this is obviously
needs just as they budget for necessary. And, it is also obviousall the other necessities of every- ly expensive.
It is vital to remember that
day livink. Today, over 112 million Americans have some form one should be very careful in
of hospital pre-payment plan. choosing a health care plan. You
Nearly half of all persons cover- want to make sure that you
ed for hospital expenses are are not only "covered," but adeprotected by Blue Cross Hospital quately covered, with the type
protection you and your family
Plans.
I Kentucky, membership in are most apt to need. As was
Blue Cross has grown to 610,000 stated ik•cently by Dr. -D. Lane
persons, since ,the establishment, Tynes, Executive Director of Blue
of the plan here less than twenty Cross - Blue Shield of Kenyears ago. Since 1938, Blue Cross tucky . . . "Inadequate coverage
has paid over $38,000,000 for against the costs of hospital and
hospital care for its members. surgical treatment is similar to
Payments in 1957 are expected going out into the rain with
an umbrella full of holes. If
-to reach $12,000,000.
Blue Cross for hospital pro- you're very, very lucky, maybe
tection is sponsored by Kentucky the rain will hit just right and
Hospitals and the American Hos- you won't get wet. Chances are,
pital Association. It is a non- however, the little protection that
profit organization governed by umbrella has to offer will not
a board of directors made up adequately do the job, and you
of hospital administrators, doctors will get wet. The same applies
and civic leaders who give their to inadequate hospital - surgical
services free ot charge. Blue protection. Make sure what you
Shield, the surgical companion have will do the job where and
plan to Blue Cross is often when you need it."
described as "The Doctors' Own
Plan" because it is the only
plan endorsed by the doctors
of Kentucky through—the State
Medical Association. It also operSOFT DRINK BOOTLEGGING ates as a non-profit organization.
THIN CLAD EXCUSE
— They're Blue Cross and Blue Shield, as
FLORALA, Ala.
MADISON, Wis. 11? — Bernard
of all plans in
Crompton, 41, was hauled into bootlegging soda pop here. Dis- the foremost
that when hosCourt on a drunkeness charge tributors cut off supplies of soft Kentucky, show
and communities
when police caught him running drinks in protest against a 16- pitals, doctors
to find a way
around . Capitol Square in his cent-a-case city* tax, but the work together
the people against
shorts. Crompton told the judge dealers' coolers somehow have to protect
NASHVILLE — One of the
ruinous effects
he. "was trying to run a four- managed to remain fully stocked. the financially
largest preserving firms
South's
also
they
illness,
minute mile" but didn't make it Mayor A. H. Lurie said sofe of unexpected
planning to use more
is
it
says
of
income
stabilize the
because he kept "getting stopped drinks would remain in plentiful help to
y grown
With pre-paid health of the Tennessee-Kentuck
hospitals.
no
or
tax
summer,
all
supply
$10
forfeited
He
policemen."
by
its product this
hospitals are often able strawberries in
plans,
tax.
bail.
season than ever before in the
to lower their charity load and
company's history.
use the money thus saved to
An official of the Delited
maintain modern, up-to-date hosFoods Division of the Antierican
pital services for the community.
Company
Throughout the United States, Syrup & Preserving
says the firm's decision to use
the drain on our hospitals is
more of the Tennessee-Kentuck3
increasing day-by-day. For inTENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
Pochahontas and Blakemore berstance right here in Murray, the
ries came after a survey (A
Murray Hospital admissions in
June 19, 1957 at 11 a.m.
the local situation. The company
1956 were 2250. It is true that
distributes its products in a
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, KENTUCKY DAM
the average stay of a patient
22-state area.
PARK
STATE
considerably
is
VILLAGE
hospital
DAM
a
in
KENTUCKY
According to executive Bill
less today than 10 years ago.
COTTAGE SITE ON KENTUCKY LAKE
"Until this year, we
Modern research and methods Martin,
have blended the TennesseeThe Tennessee Valley Authority will offer for sale at public
.of treatment have brought about
Kentucky strawberries with the
auction to the highest bidder for cash, at the time and place
this improvement. But, it is also
- Washington Marshall
true that ouV 13opulation has Oregon
stated, subject to the terms (1) forty-one lots in the Birmingin aproximately a
grown tremendously during these strawberries
ham Subdivision: and (2) fifty-nine lots in the Brien Subratio." He added "Howyears, and, Volume wise, there 50-50
division, both located on Malcolm Creek on the loft bank of
ever, in anticipation of the bumpare far more people in need
Kentucky Lake in the Second Magisterial District, Marshall
y crop, we
hospital care today than in er Tennessee-Kentuck
of
County, Kentucky.
If you are at all have adjusted our recipe so as
years.
former
the
of the
To reach the Birmingham and Brien Subdivisions from
acquainted with our hospital, to use 60 to 70 per cent
intersection of U.S. Highways 68 and 641 (Kentucky Dam acyou know that health care is home grown berries."
The officer continued "We,
cess road) proceed in a -southeasterly direction on U.S. Higha life and death business, and
here at Delited, feel we have
it is necessary at such times
way 68 'approximately four miles to its intersection with State
in helping push
that no expense be spared to a part to play
Highway 963, which point is about two miles southeast of
home-grown farm products. It
possible.
wherever
life
HighState
a
save
on
direction
northeasterly
Briensburg, thence in a
Tennessee-KenFor this reason, hospitals are is obvious. the
way 963, as indicated by directional markers, a distance of
tucky strawberry growers need
four to five miles.
support. We are glad to be ot
considerable help."
Prior to the sale, information ,may be obtained from John W.
When questioned why the preNewman, Area Representative,. Land Branch, Division et
company did not use
serving
Alabama,
-Meld,
She
467,
Property and Supply. TVA, P.O. Box
Tennessee-Kentucky strawall
telephone Sheffield EV-3-8671. Mr. Newman will be registerberries in its products. Martin
ed at the Ritz Hotel, Paducah, Kentucky, and available to
explained that it is necessary
until
IOWA
continuing
•
and
4
June
beginning
show the properties,
to blend the two berries to produce a superior flavor for Dethe day of the sale.
BUS LING TON•
ILLINOIS
lited's overall market consumption.
. •C
MONTICELLO
\
The Delited spokesman said
KANSAS on
the 57-year old company is now
MISSOURIS4Scoek
s
, formulating plans to increase its
PLAY SAFE ...
usage of the Tennessee-Kentucky
1111GIADIT
Spend The
SALIM: • .•
Wild Blackberry which is likely
ORIVE-IN rheat,e
*V0 1ZA
MEMORIAL DAY
411/1
to be in oversupply this year
V S• ,04.- t2:14,C4A,„:, •••141
HOLIDAY
Martin concluded "The mid-south
*et
Open 6:30 - Start Dusk
With Us!
economy is best served by even
closer cooperation between Industry a n d Agriculture. The
HERE ARE towns struck by torSPEED-O-RAMA SHOW
grower has limited means tO
nadoes in a two-day devastamerchandise his excess crops
If you can't make the "500", see these
tion in and around Missouri.
That is where Industry must
Imraediate death toll was 54.
step in and help."
41
„filF?F:

Auction Sale

I

cif

Have You Read The Want Ads?
^

'Very ConfidenV°

•

"His CARD„
44.S! HE HAS BLUE CROSS\"ER
When disaster or sickness strikes, make sure YOU
have Blue Cross. With Blue Cross protection, you
can concentrate on getting well. Authorities tell
us that one family in 3 will have a hospital case this
year! That's why you can't afford to be without
Blue Cross. Join over 600,000 other Kentuckians
in Blue Cross membership.
Blue Cross is major protection for lo,..oital care!
BLUE SHIELD — surgical companion of Blue Cross, pays an
allowance to your ph,sirian for

BLUE SHIELD

surgery

performed

in

hospital,

home or doctor's office.

Any Kentuckian 65 or ko nder and in good health may apply!
Blu• Cross-Blue Shi•Id is open to individuals—it is NOT niscessory
Se join a Group Plan
• Don't delay—till in and mail this Coupon today,
IT TAKES SOTH
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They built a dream of speed
— and dared the world to
follow.

-WRAPS STEEL AROUND TREE

loves to eitt loose and cover the miles!

True story of the
Grand Prix Race,*

"escape artist," —not with Chevrolet's high-performIf you're looking for
a car that loves to step out and get ance V8 on the pulling end. Ydu've got
away from it all—well, it just happens up to 245* horsepower here for the
that Chevy was born with that urge. biggest helping of driving pleasure found
If there ever was a car that loved to in the low-price field!
Chevy's new Positraction rear axle
cut loose and cover the miles, it's this
one. Yet .it's so easy to handle that it (optional at extra cost) adds still more
even makes city traffic seem a bit pleasure. It ,delivers greater power to
lighter and parking places a bit bigger. the wheel that grips, not the wheel that
Chevy's pretty easygoing (mt on the slips. You have surer control and better
highway too. Not pokey. Far from it. traction on any road surface.
Stop by your Chevrolet dealer's
You find, for example, there isn:t a hill
around that can make it breathe hard bCfore another good driving day goes by.

* THURSDAY, MAY 30th ONLY! *

ewe FoRKKW

ELM=i
NOCkor

JUST AFTER •
FIRST FEATURE!
No ADVANCE
IN PRICES!

-06030`41_4iNa.
Y 0 U /R

-

PRiiTZIPIT#iNiftAA'

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers
THE TORNADO which struck Grandview, Mo., was so powerful
it wrapped corrugated steel sheets around tree limbs. Grandview
(international Bounciphoto),
Is near Kansas City.

•

GET A WINNING DEAL ON
TIIE ClIAMPIoNI
*optional at extra cost. 270.5.0.
high-pertormance engine also
available at extra cost.

CHEVROLET / display thin famous trademark
•

See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

I..

Isx_smairurwesew:Wsewswisorsinowswer

•
••••••••111,—

IP

•••
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mon

DISPLAY

More to be proud
Of -TI,. Bel Air
Sport Coupe with
Body by,fisher.

.411
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Weddings
Club News

Locals

Immigration Adds Mer Three
Million In Past Ten Years

:DADDY, I LOVE

Activities

NEW YORK, N. Y. — Immi- come from other American coungration added 3.2 million persons tries, with about two-fifths of
to the population of the United the number coming from Canada,
States — or about one-ninth of Ale-fourth from Mexico, and
the total population increase — one-eighth from the West Indies.
6
between 1946 and the end of Only a very small part of our
immigrants come from Asia,
1956, according to statisticians.
Following the historic pattern Africa, or Australia."
Teen-agers
CHICAGO eff
of immigration into this country,
don't eat enough for breakfast, a the majority of the newcomers
FLYING SAUCERS AGAIN
recent survey by the Illinois In- were of European origin. HowMiss Rozene Dowdy, bride in a recital at stitute of Technolegy shows.
students
her
sent
29
May
was
Wednesday,
Jr.,
Ellis,
elect of Holmes
ever, their proportion of the
sevenDr. Louise Mojonnier, chair- total was considerably below that
The Lynn Grove Homemakers Murray High School at
complimented with a tea SaturALBERT, France RA — This
o'clock.
thirty
-Murechome
Bryan
institute's
the
Mrs.
of
with
man
meet
the
will
in
day afternoon, May 25,
of earlier decades. In fact, during peaceful community got its second
• • ••
.
that
Note
said
o'clock.
department,
one-thirty
onomics
at
dock
home of Mrs. Stark Erwin, 909
1953-56 not quite two-fifths came flying saucer scare in recent
- Thursday, May 30
more than 75 per cent of the
change in date due to election
Sycamore Street.
H. boys and girls interviewed at a from continental Europe, and less days when a frightened farmer
W.
Mrs.
of
pupils
The
The hostesses for the occasion day.
than one-tenth came from the
a strange shape in a pasBrooks will be presented in a Chicago high school ate poor British Isles; by contrast, the spied
Thursday, May 30
were Mrs. Erwin, Mrs. Herman
ture, complete with bright lights
Hall
Recital
the
in
recital
piano
at
none
or
all.
prewill
breakfasts
Mi.s Lillian Watters
Kelley Ellis, and Mrs.' Leslie
proportion of immigrants from and explosions. The local conof Murray State College at sevMiss Mojonnier said her con- Europe and the British Isles
Ellis. ,
stabulary, alerted by telephone
is
public
The
o'clock.
en-thirty
clusions correspond with data was at least nine-tenths prior struggled into uniform, strapReceiving the guests with the
invited.
collected in other surveys in to World War I.
hostesses were Miss Dowdy, Mrs.
ped on pistols and rushed to
555.
various parts of the nation.
Hugo Wilson, and Mrs. Holmes
.Various groups have swelled the scene. The "saucer" turned
have
will
Club
Woman's
The
Aprroximately 6 per cent of the tide of immigration during
Ellis.
out to be a string of firecrackers
a genertl dinner meeting and in- the boys and 24 per cent of the
The honoree chose to wear for
the post-war period, the statis- a practical joker had tied to a
club
the
at
officers
of
stallation
girls ate no breakfast at all.
Mrs. A. F. Doren opened her
the occasion a feock of light blue
ticians point out. Nearly 120,000 fence.
o'clock.
"This
practice
of skipping wives and children of service
embroidered polish cotton. Her home on the Lynn Grove Road house at six-thirty
•
•
•
•
breakfast is particularly alarm- men were eine such group; the
gift corsage was of cymbidium for the meeting of the Magazine I
Friday, May 31
ing," Miss Mojonnier said, "be- Refugee Relief Act provided for
ESCALATOR CLAUSE
orchids in shades of yellow and Club held wile Thursday, May 23,1
prewill
Watters
Miss iillian
cause teenagers, growing rapidly, 209,000 special quota - exempt
pale green. Mrs. Ellis and Mrs. at two-thirty o'clock in t h e
at
recital
sent her students in a
require more nutrients at that visas between August 1953 and
Wilson wore corsages of carna- afternoon.
e-deflation
TRENTON,I.R
"Women In Art" was the sub- Murray High School at seven- age than at any other time in December 31, 1956; and Huntions and cornflowers.
hit larceny in New Jersey Montheir lives."
The beautifully appointed tea ject of the very interesting and thirty o'clock.
garian refugees accounted for
••• •
Other meals during the day d3 32,000 immigrants since Noyember day.
table was covered with a mint informative program presented
Gov. Robert B. Meyner signed
not make up for the lack of
green silk cloth overlaid with by Mrs. Fred Gingles in her very
of last year. Although Puerto
breakfast, she said, because the Ricans are not aliens but Amer- a bill increasing the limit of
green net and a gathered skirt talenkci way.
total need of nutrients, such as icans moving from one place petty larceny from $50 to $200.
The president, Mrs. 0.C. Wells,
extending to floor circled the
proteins, calories and mineride is to another, the net immigration
table. Centering the table was. liresided at at meeting.
too high.
an arrangement ' of yellow Cali',"
Mrs. Doran served a dessert
from Puerto Rico has averaged
• • ••
fornia majestic daisies infer- plate to the members and one
40,000 annually.
spersed with double larkspur and visitor, Mrs. Hughes uf Memphis,
Female immigratns have out• S ••
stok flanked with lighted yellow
numbered the males in each of
tapers in silver candelabra.
the post-war years, reflecting
Miss Frankie Erwin and Miss
Mr. arid Mrs. J. B. Ross and the special entry provisions for
Jeanette Paschall alternated at
son, Jimmy, of St. Louis, Mo., wives of citizens and of resident
the tea table while Miss Mary
spent the weekend with h I s aliens. About two-thirds of the
Lathe Erwin served the cake.
brother, Ray Ross and family.
By HARRY MARDON
newcomers were between 18 and
the
of
••••
Assisting in the dining room and
The Zeta Department
Correspondent
49 years old, and nearly a fourth
at the register were Mrs. Harvey Murray Woman's Club held its United Press Staff
Mr. and Mrs. William Houston of the total were under 18 years
TORONTO --4111-- Battle lines
Ellis and Mrs. Art Lee. Littie final meeting of the club year
throughout Can- McDougal, 1006 Payne Street, of age.
drawn
being
are
house
'Miss Ann Kelley Ellis invited with a picnic at the club
over the are the parents of a son, Billy
"A considerable number of our
the guests into the bedrooms to on Thursday, May 23, at six- ada's second largest city
Sun- Joe, weighing six pounds 43e alien arrivals since the end of
on
here
settles
that
calm
view the gifts.
thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
ounces, born on Thursday, May World War II have been drawn
Lovely arrangements of daisies,
Mrs. Charles Clark, chairman days.
often 16, at the Murray Hospital.
it
as
from our closest neighbors," the'
good,"
the
"Toronto
gladioli, and magnolia in a color of the department, presided at
• • ••
in
scene
statisticians conclude. "More than
the
be
will
called,
is
scheme of yellow and green were the meeting. The officers who
'Steven Lester is the name three-quarters of a million have
used at vantage points through- have served the past year will coming months of the major chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
William
validity of a 51out the house.
be the ones for next year who court test of the
forbids any- D. McCuiston of Murray Route
Approximately seventy - five are Mrs. Clark, chairman; Mrs. year-old law that
for
Five
their son, weighing sevguests called during the hours John T. Ii-van, vice-chairman; thing but "works of necessity or en pounds 131
2 ounces, born on
/
of two-thirty to five o'clock in Mrs. M. C. Ellis, secretary; Mrs. mercy' on Sundays.
The issue was brought up by Thursday, May 16, at the Murray
the afternoon.
Louis C. Hyan, treasurer.
Sun- Hospital.
•••
A delicious picnic supper was the March 17 debut of the
day Telegram Toronto's first
three
and
members
the
to
served
FLUID 6IVE
guests. Mrs. A. D. Wallace, Mrs Sunday newspaper in 32 years. programs and a tremendous pubOntario Attorney General Keso lic outcry would result.
FORT WORTH, Tex. fte — Conrad Jones. Mrs. Haron West,
Throughout southern Ontario
Boat.. CI: rowing down a flooded Mrs. Harold Glenn Doran, Mrs. Roberts has launched prosecution
in Port Worth spotted a John Irvan, and Mrs. W. C. El- proceedings' against the paper for thousands of radio and TV sets
sign that said they were navigat- kins were the hostesses for the allegedly violationg the Lord's are tuned regularly to stations
Day Act, a federal law passed in in the United States. The Oning River Road.
evening.
1906. The past half century, the tario government could not do
staunchest self-appointed uphold, anything about these American
er of the act has been the Lord's programs on Sunday.
The Lords' Day Alliance, comDay Alliance of Canada which
ENDS
posed
mostly
of churchmen,
has its headquarters here.
Toronto has been trained for maintains that the Lord's Day
its rigid enforcement of th Sun- Act has to be upheld or wholewill
commercialization
day blue laws. New arrivals, sale
MADE SY A SLETA ASSOCIATE
thousands of the post-war im- creep in and church-going will
migrants from Europe. or Ameri- chop off. The Alliance says
can tourists, for years have been Sunday was earmarked in the
irked at the lack of services on Bible as the day of rest and
should stay that way.
Sunday.
Opponents point to vast chan"This city is as deserted on
i Sunday as a Scottish city on a ges in social customs since 1906.
tag day," one visitor sourly ob- They say it is time the old
FUNNIEST PICTURE SINCE
restrictions were streamlined to
served.
"MISTER ROBERTS"
fit modern behavior patterns and
Sunday Ropes
IRONICALLY, this photo of Mary
. Opponnents of the Alliance, needs.
Martinez Mills, 28, was found
who claim to be in the majority
tmder the homey message afMETER LOOT HIGH
in this city of more than one milter Denver, Colo., police found
lion population, point out that
her body stuffed In her apartNEW YORK tiff — The pennythe Lord's Day Act already is
ment refrigerator. Now they
ante bandits who steal coins
tumbling into ineffectiveness.
want to ask her missing husBut shops remain shuttered, from parking meters apparently
band, Ernest. 33, some quesand there is a rigid Saturday hit the jackpot last year. Traffic
tions. Police think he may have
midnight curfew on drinking and Commissioner T. T. Wiley said
lived there four days after she
entertainment, including movies, about $25,000 was stolen from
(international)
was put in.
Even open restaurants are hard parking meters during 1956.
to find on Sunday.
The creeping tolerances to the
federal law, however, have resulted in some odd situations. Professional hockey and baseball is
played in the city on Sunday.
with the fans paying to get in to
The special covthese sports events, Yet the law
When seeds are sown In the seeds are sown.
soil will hold mois.ure
bands commercial activities on
open garden, and conditions of ering
well and never crust, so that the
Sunday.
soil, moistilre. light and temper- seed
sprouts will have no diDiature are favorable, they all
The Toronto Symphony Orchvigorously we are culty in making their way to
SO
up
come
estra is permited to give gunday
surface.
likely to assume that sowing seed the
afternoon concerts in Massy Hall
Seeds may drown in Boll which
Is easy. and they will always
but is not allowed to charge adis poorly drained: This is often
Come up that way.
the cause of a poor stand In the
mission. The orchestra ask the
when something goes row with many vacant spaces.
But
audience to make "contributions,"
wrong, and there is a complete Water can be drained off in sevwhich fall far short of the reguor partial failure, then too many eral ways, the easiest being by
lar week night "gate."
gardeners blame the seed, or making small drainage ditches
A man-in-the-street poll showthe soil, or the weather, and which will carry off the excess.
never realize that with very lit- and allow air to enter the soil
ed a big proportion of Toronto
tle trouble most causes of germ- and save the plants.
citizens strongly in fatCor of
ination failure csn be guarded
Germination requires both
drastic overhaul of the federal
against.
warmth and moisture, in the
law.
the
when
fail
may
Seeds
proper degree. Too much
Because of a counter-comground Is too cold, too hot, too warmth may dry up the moisplaint by the Telegram, the
dry, or too wet, If you low early ture. The one time when a garOntario government also will
In the season, a speR of cool den should be sprinkled, rather
prosecute the city's two. other
weather may cause the seed to than heavily soaked, is when
lie oslerlong in damp soil, lack- seeds have been sown. The surnewspapers for alleged infraclo
easy
It
makes
desk
steel
Cole
This handsome
ing warmth to sprout them. This face soil should be kept moist.
tions' o fthe Lord's Day Act.
gives fungi and bacteria in the with daily sprinkling, if necesorganize work! Has four roomy drawers for stationery,
One of them, the Morning Globe
soil time to attack them. The sary, until the seeds "emerge"
comstorage
,and
adjustable
Mail, has its first Monday
supplies or reference materials. 3
same opportunity is given in the
Use of chemical soil 'Irondledition oh the streets at 9 p. m.
summer, when the soil is dry
partments, under lock and key to prevent petty pilferage.
surface soil
Sunday. lip to now, the Alliance
In both cases you can tioners to make the crusting has
hot.
and
and prevent
So smartly styled, so beautifully mode and priced so low.
protect the seed by coating it porousproved effective in experiand the government have ignorwith a disinfectant, such as been
Cr wide, 291/2" high, 18- deep. Olive green or Cole prey
ed this practice.
These have proved that
epergon or arasan. The amount ments.
of plants will penetrate
Radio And . TV
asked mossel &tisk.
of powder you can lift on a tooth- the roots
the seed sprouts canAlso to be prosecuted' are
ptck, droped in the seed packet soil which through. Water will
break
a private radio station CKEY,
and shaken, will coat the seeds not into soil which has a porous
soak
OD smakas who
and the Canadian Broadcasting
and ward off fungus attacks.
surface, while it will puddle or
beCorporation, a publicly owned
imprisoned
be
may
Seeds
run off a surface that is crusted.
coast-to-coast radio and teleneath a crusted soil, baked in
A good start for seed usually
vision network. According to
the sun, through which the
vigorous plant, and
sprouts can not penetrate to means a "get a catch" requires
the law, radio and television
reach the sunshine and air failure to with loss of seed and
anywhere breaks the Lord's Day
resowing,
above. This is easily prevented
OF THE
'
Act by engaging in news and
You never kno* when
by preparing a special soil mix- delay.
conditions 'nay deadvertising
activities
on
the
ture to cover the seeds. Mix peat unfavorable
to hinder seed -emerSabbath. They rely on commermoss and sand. or the equiva- velop
&
pays well to take
it
so
gence,"
1 nt, cover the seeds and wet it
cials to mak possible most of
practical precautions to help
tn. In summer the soil below all
their programs. If commercials
lbs soil.
GREENE 0. WILSON, Mgr.
PHONE 55
be IOWA Wore 11* yew toed IQ dirougli
were banned there would be few
ite•

Jo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 763-j

Miss Rozene Dowdy
Honoree At Bridal
Event On Saturday

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Teen-agers Are Not
Eating Breakfast

All
Cor
) 131
at
FR'
969

Mrs. A.F.Doran
Hostess For Meet
Of Magazine Club

ON
sna
plai
doz
"DADDY, I LOVE YOU," is 6-year-old Hildy's word for her adopted
father, Melvin B. Ellis, as she gives him a hug and kiss in Miami
Beach, Fla, Mrs. Ellis (left) beams. All this happtness results
from Florida's Gov. Leroy Collins deciding against extradition'
to Massachusetts for the Ellises. Massachusetts has a kidnap
charge against them. They spirited Hildy away when Hildy's
mother wanted to have the adoption rescinded because the Ellises
ere of the Jewish faith.
(Inlerns4loaoA Noe/640We),

Have You Read The W& Ads?

1111 AV rrner

Zeta Department
Holds Picnic At The Club House

Sets Off Blue
Law Battle

•

T.

CRASS
FURNITURE COMPANY

PERSONALS

Killed, Iceboxed

invites you to

enjoy the world's
most refreshing sleep
with the greatest mattress invention of all

1

NOW!

THURS.

Susan'lliMPF Kirk
• - - Hayward and Douglas
are having a

FULL Or TAMS Sin
Atatctung boa awing sante low price

Gives you both

I

TOP SOFTNESS

"Dv Secret Affair"

DEEP SUPPORT

Little Hazard Protection
Goes Long WayIn Gardens

Serta Perfect Sleeper is truly the greatest
mattress invention of all...the only mattress
that gives you both top softness to relax
every muscle and deep support for spine-level
rest Patented Sertaliner Construction floats
your weight over all the inner-springs, assures you the world's most refreshing sleep.
Come in... make the Perfect Sleeper demonstration yourself!

•

In one mattress!

tit
'ks mattress
advertised
In the
Journal of Om
American Medical
Astociation

FOR STUDENT OR OFFICE USE

11:1.f

LIFE

e()18 Steel "SALESMAN'S" Desk

$3995

OFFICE ,SUPPLY DEPT.
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Roses Offer Best Choice
For Father's Own Garden

'HANDICAPPED MAN OF THE YEAR

It often is difficult to give the to give Dad a gift certificate
"man of the house" something for the latest AN-America roses.
which will be of lasting value, The three Award winners for
tam per word for one day, minimum of 17 words for 50c - Se per word for throe days. Classified aaa •re payable In advanco.
but this year on Fathers' Day, 1958, are Fusilier, a brilliant
fathers all over Amerita will orange-red Floribunda; Gold Cup,
M31P THREE ROOM apartment. Phone be receiving one of the most a golden-yellow Floribunda; and
CONSTRUCTION Machinery fur 364-J, 800 Olive.
TF thoughtful gifts possible - rose White Knight, a pure white
1976.
sale or rent. Allis Chalmers and
plants.
Hybrid Tea.
Allied Equipment Sales & ServOne of the most relaxing hobThe two roses which won the
2 BLACK tweed T.V. chairs. In ice. Williams Tractor Co., Inc. PIANOS, new and used. Seiburn TWO BEDROOM
unfurnished
White, 403 Chestnut St., Mureav, house. Good location. 311 S. 13th bies for a man in this hurly- AARS Award for 1957 are in
excellent condition. See at 316 Paducah, Ky. Phone 23003.
J11P
burly world of our is gardening, exceptionally short supply due to
M30C KY.
11631C
S. 13th or call 1497.
St. Available now. Call 150.
and more and More men are the huge demand for these magM30C
CHEVROLET, 1955 V8 2 door, 4 ROOM HOUSE, lot 90x240.
finding that gardening offers nificent varieties. White Bouquet
HELP WANTEC
Ky. license. Phone 1142 or 1821. 905 Olive St. Possession June 1.
them both relaxation and,exercise is a sparkling white Floribunda
'fFC Jones & Tatum,
while they beautify their homes, -with a bushx. growth and purity
• . Gatlin Building.
Phone 8.
M3OP SOMEONE TO do ironing, must
Roses, with their wide versatility, of color unrivaled by other
size.
shop
AIR COMPRESSOR,
have grown steadily more popular Floribundas. Floribundas are eswork. call 55 or 1103.
Conner Imp., E. Main St. Phone 3 BEDROOM Modern home, at- do good
P.aul R. Snellgrove and wife 'as or.
4.trthe most uietul garden pecially effective when planted
M3ONC
paydown
Small
garage.
M29C tached
) 1313.
Mary to MUltel Butler and wife plants available to the average in groups for color massing or
ment, assume F.H.A. loan. See
,
Catherine, land.
gardener. Their long blooming along property borders or driveFRYERS, dressed or on foot. Call owner at 1662 Ryan or phone
Fred P. and Clara Heflin Jr. season coupled with unsurpassed ways as hedges. When they' are
1
M29C 135.
969-W-1 or 1971.
M31P
to Fred P. Heflin St., and Vir- beauty of blossom make -them a
planted in front of evergreens
ginia, lot.
ONE HALF PRICE: Verbena's,
favorite in every state in the they make a most effective conNo
RAGS.
COTTON
CLEAN
wife
and
K..
Queener
Donald
potato)
(sweet
snapdragons, petunias etc. Strung BUNCH YAMS
trast.
buttons, no zippers please. Ledg- Roberta M. twHobert E. Thorn- Union.
plants in bands or pots 50e per slips from clean tubers treated
It is now possible to purchase
The other rose which won the
Times.
&
er
100
Elaine,
and
Wife
Jr.
n
burg
dozen. Shupe Nurseries, Sedalia. against disease. 350 per hundred.
ruses which have been pre-tested 1957 Award, Golden Showers,
acres.
M29C Murray Nursery & Florist, Phone
in the widest variations of soil is a
beautiful daffodil yellow
WILL DO baby sitting, Sandra
and climate conditions. These climber that, can be trained either
M31C
583.
Phone
Fair.
Ammo.. to V
es Plizzi•
roses, which carry the All-Amer- over trellises, up -pillars, around
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ica Rose Selections tag. are the corners of house and garage.
LADY TO SHARE home with
33-Comb: form:
finest of the new varieties from or allowed to ramble along the
ACROSS
4E12Lil
Wrall
outside
widow, rent free, pay own board.
all over the world, and may fence. It is .a particularly heavy
00w12110110121
1-Greek letter
34-Central
DM
Mil
Contact Mrs. Collie Stubblefield,
MD
American tree
4-Coln
be planted in any American bloomer and will offer clouds
Vs-General
IJr1 f212510nri
M31C
Hazel, Ky., Rt. 2.
garden with the assurance that of soft yellow blossoms for weeks
, ammeter of •
12-Conducted
O
landecaP•
13-Toward the
they will grow and prosper. on end.
A D
37-Few
sheltered i.id.
Although it is too late to put
34-Fruit drink
14-Exchange
Other AARS Floribunda win39-Haze
premium
in bare root plants this Spring, ners which are sure to bring
BABY SITTER to stay in my
4o-Snatches
15-Hostile
these
have
five
o'clock.
your local nurserymen
home from 8 to 5
43-Note
17-Make amends
1B3M8DIUMOTif
gelight on Fathers' Day are
46-Vehicle
18-Region
MAMBA
CUE]
AARS winners available in con- Circus, an exciting multicolor;
days each week. Phone, 62P-W
icollooa.)
19-Work at one's
P
bloom.
1TC
47-Aid
trade
tainers, ready to plant and
Jiminy Cricket, a coral-orange;
48-Recent'
20-The end
NaafiT °IR
A real inspiration would be Lilibet a dawn-pink; and Ma
45-Pierce
23-Wander
Y
i
BRIO
60-Siamese unit of
25-Parcels of Wad
Perkins, a coral-s411 pink.
currency (pl.)
27-One of
BRYNNER
51-Observe
Columbus's
EKBERG
The stately Hybrid Teas, which
6-Heroine of

FOR SALE

1

Land Transfers

1

Wanted

C1assmated _

girt>•

Is conHUGO DEFNER, Oklahoma City, Okla., insurance executive,
gratulated by President Eisenhower in Washington as "Handicapped Man of the Year." Defner has been a polio cripple since
youth. Occasion was 10th meeting of President's Committee on

NOTICE

ships
23-Beat soundly
(slang)
26-Collection of
'facts
30-Refuse

DOWN

32-Two-wheeled
carriage
a

-

1-fluido's high
note
3-Spread for
drying
3-SuperioritY
4-Worries

5

6

9

is

is

)/

2-1
//

25

a..

)5

'Lohengrin•
6-Born
7-Symbol for
tellurium
IL-Woodland
demigod
6-The self
10-Metal fastener
11-Pedal digit
16-Guidess of
discord
17-Sea vo eel
19-Pied animal
20-Pennants
21-Perthining to
Toots
22-0bacure
22-Natives '
at
Alabama
14-Edible root

Alum awnings for limiteo time,
10 Alum windows, 1
installed. Home Comfort Co., 18th & Main street.
at Murray Hospital.
Beginning pay $125 per month
and many other benefits. Apply
in person to Mrs.. Rema Cole,
,housekeeper, between 7 a.m. and
4' p.m. daily, Monday through
M29C
Frid'ay only.
JANITOR

(pl.)

/7

a

51

z,I.
e7
(A

pearl
70-Unwanted
plants
14-Lampreys

724

/3'

)3
oi
/2

••••=••
.11

•
•

-16

s,

•

36-Very ri h man
27-Speaks with
speech defect
IS-Sensed
411-Aerlforrn fluid
41-Wheel ira.•k
42-In4nneslan
tribesman
43-Fincour,te.ed
44._•••ornmand to
horse
4S-remelt sheen

BEAUTIFUL modern home to
reliable people with water sys-

tem and telephone, garden, out
building. Located one mile north
of Lake Stop Grocery at the Tellus D. Moore home. Contact Mrs.
Eugene Jones, Rt. 2, Murrar.
M29C

Rae Foley's new mystery novel

Un --showed three - thirty • Everyone
CHAPTER '2.1
POTTER had ratirma,1 to was in bed and asleep All at
the
,lvt las Gramercy Park house In once he felt embarrassed at
had propelled him
the morning, he deci.!ed, he would fear nhich
along the road at breakneck
Lrive oack to the inn
wide awake now.
He stood for a moment staring speed. He was
for bed. He strolled
at the stairway As he did so. he in no mood
inn,
saw a square of
found himself thinking of another around the
looked up. Someone
stalrway. of a woman pitching light and
N ,r11

PO le ••
•
* ••

is f eritt
1.•Iiist •
to • „•
ii••*
iefs • g‘•••
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25-Ant
27-Mother-of.
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79

J15C

Phone 1303.
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THAT PENSIVE look on face of
Mrs. Rosalie Sperling, 18, in
Lodi, Calif., was there before
authorities changed their sclinda
and decided not to bar her from
her own high school commencement because she is four months
pregnant At first, the school
superintendent said she would
be required to receive her diploma privately. So her classmate husband Jerry, 17, and
60 other graduating seniors
in the class of 400 said they

woul‘in't attend either, if she
(international)
couldn't.

"Don't s-ou recognize hlr-.?"
"Of ct-mrse, it's that t.,tor of
mine. What is he suppostd to be,
"
im actor;
"That'i one of the sketches
Candy made for an illustrated

GUESTS FUR

gardeners
their un-

bud and
flower to any garden. These
roses are ideal for cutting where
they show off their magnificence
in the house as well as out.
Among the AARS winners in
this class are Tiffany, a lovely
orchid-pink; Mojave, a stunning
apricot-orange; - and Chrysler Imperial, a magnificent crimsonred. Whether planted in formal
beds or in natural groupings
the All-America Hybrid Teas are
truly breathtaking.
Another ideal choice for Father
would be the Grandiflora, Queen
Elizabeth, which won the AllAmerica 'Award in 1955. Queen
Elizabeth is a delightful clear
pink that bears blooms similar
to he Hybrid. Tea but in clusters
that are usually found on the
Floribunda. Queen Elizabeth is
an exceptionally handsome plant
that will add much to the American garden.
To make shopping easier for

SUPPER

CHICAGO (16 -Robert Murphy
has turned the other cheek
the rabbit kingdom. For weeks
tha.
said, everything
Murphy
sprouted in his backyard garden
was promptly nipped by a fam-

ily of rabbits. Murphy took them
into his house, to the dalight
of his daughter, Donna Lynne,
3. "I'd rather feed them a little
milk." he said, "than have them
eat up any whole garden."

Livestock Report

instances
over 230

stronger
Ws; Sows

steady

to

lanibs 21.

25 cents higher; 180 . to 240 lb
18.25 to 19.25; sows 44)0 lbs down
16.25 to 17.

COLLEGE
CLEANERS

Cattle 4,500. Calves 1,000.
Standard and good grades steady
at 19 to 22; heifers and mixed
yearlings active and strung; choice,
to prime heifers 23.25; good and
choice

yearlings

and

he4fers

FREE Plck•up 11. Delivery

ti?

Free Moth
Alteration

to 22.50; cows fully steady, utility:
and commercial 13.50 to 16;

WALTER

bulls 50 cents higher; utility
and Commercial 15 to 17; vealers
and calves active and strong,'
prime vealers 28; choice 22 to

Fathers' pay, leaaing nurserymen
have attractive gift Certificates
Which may be present to that
knowing
man
most important
you are truly

Proofing
Service

WATERFIELD
owner

1411 01.vo Blvd.

Ph, 430

MURRAY LOAN CO.

Today hone 13(
506 W. Main St.
beauty
[
'YOUR HOME -OWNED LOA* CO.' I/

giving him a gift

that will mean color and
for years to come.
-

be Ernie Bisbnyillwr

LOOK WHAT
I MADE

"I'll be darned," Deming said

7
'

and choice slaughter
ST. LOUIS NATI.. S l'OCK- 25;
calves 18 .o 22.
YARDS 41+ - Livestock:
Sheep 800. Spring Iambs about
Hogs 14,500. Moderately active;
good and choice 22 to
Steady;
steady;
mostly
gilts
barrows and
good and choice wooled
weights 23.50,
on

NANCY

edition of Fielding's Tom Jones."

bleakly. "Then who is he really?"
"I haven't the remotest idca,"
was still awake He' tried to remember to whom the room be- Mr. Potter admitted. "But I
longed. One of the Demings, he think he was In love yith the
girl, or at testa., she v.43 in love
thought
He let himself in quietly and with him. She knew him well to
crept up the stairs. It seemed be able to catch his basic qualto him that he made no noise ities as ahe did. I suspect he
but he muat have been wrong owned the picture of Candy which
about that for, as he reached the was given to Nora. I think he
second floor, a door opened end came here, like a fool, to avenge
Deming, in dressing gown and her murder himself."
"And killed Olive by mistake?"
pajamas, looked out at him.
9 don't know. But I'm afraid
"Oh," he said flatly. "it's you."
"Having a sleepless night?" we'll have to do something fairly
argue away a growing unea.siWe
drastic about Tom Jones.
nests, an impression that haste Mr. Potter asked.
Deming _stared at him for a can't have any more deaths here."
was necesrary.
He raised his head, listened,
he had not
This is ridiculous, he thought. moment ai though
mean- then went to the door and cased
Nothing can happen. But a part grasped t'ne other man's
he grunted, "Feel like It open.
of his mind cried. "Hurry, hurry." ing. Then
"What is ft?" Deming asked
And he obeyed it as he always talking?"
in a low tone.
"By all means."
had, overruling the admonition of
"Someone moving around." Mr.
Deming waved him to the only
his common sense and reason
and sat on the Potter slipped out into the hallHis thoughts churned wildly while comfortable chair
way and closed the door noiseIns hands were steady on the side of the bed.
"You got out just in time." lessly behind him. There was no
wheel, going over the information
up the sound at all. Then he heard a
he had picked up during the day Deming said. "You stirred
an door open, water running, a faint
The drive seemedaendless and animate, trapped Frank into
the girl tinkle.
there was no telling what might admission that he knew
A crack of light gleamed under
be going on at the Inn. For a Candy. Stuart Young came back
and Miss Garrison's door. He pushed
moment he was tempted to stop here, foaming at the mouth,
of It open. The room was dark, the
at the first house along the road raised the devil. He got hold
corning from the open door
and call Captain Foote.-send him Captain Foote_ Now they've light
the State Police of the bathroom which connected
posthaste to the inn. And sup- taken my boy to
the two rooms.
pose, he reminded himself. the barracks for questioning."
The nurse, in pink pajnmas,
"Foote Is an honest man," Mr.
State Trooper would like to know
In the bathroom,
why. Do I tell him I have a Potter said. "He'll watch his was standing
drying a glass. ' She set it on a
hunch, a nice attack of girlish step."
"How deep in was he with shelf and stood looking into the
jitters?
other room, motionless, as though
Where the parkway ended and that girl?" Deming asked.
"I think he was genuinely in listening. Mr. Potter moved,
Route 22 began, he had to slow
the.,carpet deadening
down, creep through villages with love with her," Mr. Potter said cautiously,
sound of his feet. Abruptly,
sharp curves and low speed soberly, "but that it was one- the
nurse went into the other
Wherever the road sided. A number of people seem the
limits.
going toWard the bed. Mr.
opened he speeded up. Nothing. to have been in love with Candy room,
Potter heard it then, the sound
he told himself firmly, could pos- Kendrick, not only Frank but
stentorioue breathing.
sibly go wrong. After Mrs. Rid- Ives, Bert Huger and, quite poe.- of
He was in Nora's bedroom now,
tile's murder, it would be too sibly, Tom Jones."
"I fired Jones today," Deming flipped the switch at the door,
dangerous.
back. Garry's mouth opened
Queer how Collinge had cleared said and then added sharply,"You came
to scream. ,
out of Sardi's. The man who say he knew the girl. too?"
"Quiet" he said, and bent over
"Must have." Mr. Potter took
called himself Tom Jones had ReNora lay on her back,
quired a loyal friend there, but a an envelope from his pocket and the bed.
open, breathing heavily.
friend who v-anted no part In drew out the sketch he had ap- mouth
shook her, yelled in her ear,
murder. And there was no long- propriated from the portfolio of He
er any doubt that Tom Jones had Candy's drawings. It represented "Nora! Nora!"
He turned to the nonce. "Get a
some association with Candy a tail, dark young man dressed
In eighteenth century costume, an doctor with a stomach pump. At
Kendrick.
Then make strong coffee
With a feeling of profound r- arresting figure with ita power once!
get back here as fast as you
llef Mr. Potter turned in the en- and its grace, a memorable face and
trance to the inn grounds and with its curious mingling of devil- can!"
parked his car. The Connecticut may-care humor and implacghilireaches
Tomorrow: Death
Btrite Pollee had Kline. every- ty. The face, like the coetume,
out to Nora. and the masquerthing was quiet, and the build- belonged to another century,
"What's this?" Denting asked. ade is over for Tom Jones.
ing vas dark. The car clock

with
are favorites
everywhere, will lend
surpassed beauty of

A bosomy actress and a scowling gentleman with a completely bald
head stole the spotlight front
Russia Wednesday at the film
festival. Shouts by photographers
of "This Way. Please, Mr. Brynner!" and "Miss Ekberg, let's
have more frontage,• please,"
greeted the "stars" when they
eriived for the showing of the
lSievast film "Don Quixote." The
man with 'the shaved head and
the boomy girl with the startling
ciceolletage evening dress were
treated as royal personages. It
was not until after the showing
which no one paid very much
attention to, that officials admitted they didn't know who
the two celebrities were.
CANNES, France iir -

any size.
door, $199
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Employment of Physically Handicapped,

CAN YOU MAKE
SILHOUETTES .?

LET

ME

TRY
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headlong to her death
Abruptly. he turned and went
out an the street to his car. The
streets 'were nearly deserted at
this hour except for stray taxis
and the inevitable heavy truckOn the Westside Highway,
ing
he pressed his foot down firmly
on the gas pedal and with a deepthroated roar the red Jaguar
leaped ahead, eating up the road.
No matter how he tried to reason
with htmaelt, Mr. Potter could not
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"Brainless,'
Wonders To
Travel Again

By WILLIAM SEXTON
United Press Staff Correspondent
LONDON
The United
States is "brainless." Britain is
one big •"psychological case."
America is filled with "triggerhappy cops." Britons care only
about theft cricket..
AnotherAnglo-American dispute over Suez? No, just one

week's choicer symptoms of Britain's own special spring fever.
The Americans will soon be
here.
It happens every spring. The
prospect of the annual tourist
invasion sets off all kinds of
soul-searching.... This year t h e
temperature is higher than usual.
British newsmen are slandering the American way of life
—and offering advice to American visitors. American newsmen
are punching back in kind.
Rene MacColl, Washington correspondent of the London Daily
Express ,admittedly irked because Americans pronounced his
name "Been". instead of the continental-style "Re-nab'." started
the 1957 outbreak with a glad-

'FATHER OF THE YEAR'

•

— MURRAY. KENTUCKY

to-go dispatch firmed off just
before his return to Britain.
Has Brainless Tendency
America, he said, is a "great
swarming ant-heap of a country"
with a tendency to be "brainBy ALBIN KREBS
less." Be was glad to "get away
from the jumbo swirl of riches United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK t —Billy Gra...away from the careless gunplay of trigger-happy cops, mil- ham Tuesday night preached a
lions of 'tranquilizer' pills and hard-hitting sermon on the Third
Commandment, in which he said
psychiatry run riot."
divorce and marital infidelity are
Arthur Vesey, London corres"grievous forms of taking the
pondent of the Chicago Tribune.
name of the Lord thy God in
headed home on leave, wrote
vain."
a dispatch for his paper which
The Third Commandment is
the Daily Express carried in
no; only a proscription against
full.
swearing, the 38-yearsold Etasstist
"America IS top dog now and minister
said, but also against dithey (the British). can't accept vorce,
"cheating on your wife,"
the change." he said. "Yet they 'gluttony
," "defiling of the body,"
realize Britain seems doomed "hypocrisy,"
and "foolish prayto tree as a satellite of the ers."
United States, so,, face to face,
He told a Madison Square
they try to be polite. But when Garden crowd
of 17,500 in the
they think they are alone, or second of a
series of sermons on
when their self-control is gone, The Commandments
that "God is
they are as a catty, as bitter, an unchanging
God. We may
as unfair, as sour, as cruel as have changed
over the years
a proverbial movie star whose aigially, philosophically
and moday is done...
rally, but God's standards have
"There are a couple of million not changed."
.Englishmen it would be a pleasIn the eyes of God, he said
ure never to see again.. as a "ducking out on marriage
today
group they are becoming a psy- is just as bad as it was
5,000
chological case."
years ago, for you are breaking
a
sacred
vow taken in God's
English Worst Cooks
Andrew Tully of the Scripps- name. When .you get a divorce
you
are taking God's name in
Howard Newspaper Alliance answered his "old friend" Rene warn."
on the latter's criticism of American cooking, "Now really, Rene.
nationalism has its decent limits.
Not only is English cooking the
worst .in the world, but most
Englishmen boast of this awful
Three registered Jersey cows
distinction as a proof of the
owned by Murray State College,
Englishman's indestructability."
Murray, have been rated Tested
Drew Middleton, London corDams by The American Jersey
respondent of the New York'
Cattle Club.
Times. cautioned. Europe-bound
The Tested Dam rating indiAmericans that in Britain "the cates
the a Jersey cow has three
natives are in an bc114-enood."
or more progeny that have quali
Whereupon "Cassandra," who fied
themselves on one at the
is really William Connor, picked programs
of official testing of
up his razor-sharp pen and wrote The American
Jersey Cattle Club;
in the mass-circulation London which has its
national headquartDaily Mirror, "Memo to the ers in Columbus
, Ohio.
citizens of the U. S.:
The cows in the above herd
"Don't rush things, Bud. We've that earned the
distinction and
been here a long, long while the average productio
n of their
making a mess. of things in our qualifying progeny
are as foltime...
lows: Murray Fairy Jeanie with
"We want every dollar you've three progeny averagin
g 8.631
got," Cassandra said. "But take pounds milk and 497
pounds butmy tip and get a good grip terfat: Murray
Royal Design
on them, for we'll respect you Goldie with three progeny
averfor guarding those green fishes aging 10,115 pounds
milk and
much more than if you chuck 463 pounds butterfat: and
Mur'em around. C'me right on in."
ray Royal . Design Cherry with
four progeny averaging
11.983
pounds milks and 589 pounds
butterfat. These re Irds are computed to a twice-dr ily-milki
rg
305-day mature equivslent
basis.
The Tested Dam rating is
a
valuable aid to dairymen in enabling them to select breeding
stock from cows with pr
,en
inheritance. All tests made
on
the progeny of the cows
winning
the award are made
under the
supervision of the state
agriculture college

Only Man's Standards
Have Changed Says
Billy Graham

NIS FFA •••

WEDNESDAY —MAY 29, 147
nized as an approved candidate
for the degree of American
Farmer. This is the highest award
a boy can receive in FFA. Only
one out of 1,000 members can
receive this degree. •
Wells Owen, who won the district corn contest will not attend
the convention.
The chapter will receive their
rating for this year while there.
They recently received a gold
rating in the district which made
them eligible for a s,tate rating.
All of these entries will be
judged on a state level and prizes
made according to their placing.
The boys are hoping_ that- they
make a good showing at the
convention. Last year the Murralts
Training chapter won over $200 .
and a trip for one to Ra!eigh,
North Carolina. With the quantity and quality to back them up
they think they will do even
better this year.

(Continued from Front Page)
and he also won the Jersey Dairy
contest.
Charles Byers prepared the
district winner lit Cooperative
activities. Murray Training plac,ed second in the state last year.
Bobby Meador prepared t h e
scrapbook which was a district
winner. Bobby also won first
in the REA contest.
Robert Barrett, past secretary
of the Murray chapter, won the
secretary's book contest. Robert
will be awarded the State- Irarrier Degree while in Louisville.
Only two per cent of state members can receive this degree..
Robert will serve as a delegate
from his chapter.
Jerry Hale, past treasurer, had
the first place treasurer's bosk.
Jerry won the district livestock
cooperative contest. He will also
RIDE INTO PAST
receive the State Farmer Degree
and serve as delegate.
CHICAGO ltl — A nostalgic
Donald Crawford, past presi- symbol of the horse
'n buggy
dent o fthe local chapter and days sits piciudly
amidst the
present district vice - president, parking meters
that line the
will attend the convention.
curbs of Chicagn's North Side
Charles Outland will be rocog- —a
bright red hitching post.

SOCIAL CALL

NOW ON THE AIR!
\
\ e/ Paducah's N:ss:44 riII

HANNEL
WPSD-111
Is\

Itloylists• Timm)

Tuesday
Jane Wyman Show 8 p sn.

Wednesday
This Is Your Lite 9 a is.

Thursday
You Bet Your Life 7 p in.
Tennessee Ernie Show 8:30 p.a.

Friday
Blondie 7 p.m.
Life Of Rile, 7.30 pm
Cavalcade of Soot's 9
Red Barber's Come, 9 45 p

in

Saturday
Baseball Game of the DOT
1 2 30
People Are funny 630 p.m.
Ferry Come Show 7 p.m.
George Gabel Show 9 p.m.
Hit Parade 9-30 p.m.

Sunday
Steve Allen Show 7 pen
Loretta Young 9 p.m.

Telecast Begins 2 P.M. D.S.T. Daily-12:30 P.M. Saturday

WPSD-TV
Channel 6

MRS. A. C. FRANKS watches over three of her sons in Kansas
City, Mo., after their operations to correct crossed eyes. They are
(from left) Paul, 7, Warren, 5, and Gary, 3. A fourth, now 14
months old, will undergo the operation later. The operations were
sponsored by Heart of America Eye Clinic.
(international)

1611111SHITIN

The Murray Roller Rink
BRITAIN'S Queen Elizabeth and Denmark's King Frederik look
real sociable as they ride the royal carriage to Amalienborg palace in Copenhagen. It's a state visit by the queen. (internat
ional)

Tte,

1413 WEST MAIN

T. H. "Ted" CLACK, Mgr.

Paducah, Ky.

•
NOW "FAMOUS," 8-year-old
Maureen Vernon reads about
herself and sees her picture in
a London newspaper, all due to
a greeting card from a friend.
But the friend was Prince
Charles, son of Queen Elizabeth. The prince had his tonsils
out in the hospital where Maureen's father works. The prince
met him, and asked if It would
be all right to write to Maureen. The royal billet read, "To
Maureen
with
love
from
(International)
Charles."
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Program Highlights
1411C Mot,,m4 (color) 2 pin.
Queen ter a Dss 3 IMAM.
Modern Romances 345 PAR..
Comedy Tome 4 p
NEWS—Bill Turner
se
SPORTS—Bob Swish.,
('
WEATHER—SO,n Skaggs j
Autry -Rogers Westerns,
Cartoon Comedies 6 p on.

•

Love From Prince

NBC and ABC
\Networks

Mon. thru Fri.

•

Kentucky's finest roller rink now opening
the Summer Season under new management.
ROLLER SKATING IS FUN FOR
THE WHOLE FAMILY!

College Cows Rated
Tested Dams Recently

LABOR RACKETS PROBER Senator John McClellan receives kiss from
wife Norma in New York on being chosen "Father of the Year" at
22nd annual award luncheon of the National Father's Day committee. June 15 will be the 48th observance of Father's Day.
Theme Ls "Integrity Beg-ins In the Home,"
(interriations1)

NOT CROSS-EYED ANYMORE

(Continued from Front Page)
Wadesboro District
In the Wadesboro District Lee
Donelson was the winner for the
poet of Magistrate He received
257 votes. Freeman Peeler received 136 votes. W. C. Robinson
215 and Max Parrish 205.
Hazel District
Oren Simmons defeated two
opponents in 'the Hazel District
to obtain the poet of Magistrate.
He received 429 votes while Roy
Pool received 170. The incumbent
W. D. Steeley received 381 votes.

Earl
proved
the CI
votes c

Judlcii
Osbc
H. H
polled
Vote
/Dares

Brother Of...

lows:

(Continued from Front Page)
Stevenson officiating.
Burial will be in the city
cemetery. •
/
The body wil be at the J. II.
Churchill Funeral Home until
the funeral hour.
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.100,000 Feet Up

Now you can enjoy Effortless Typing
With beautiful, "print-perfect" letters every time

To Mr. James H. Blalock

Never before has it been so easy and so much fun to type. With
the new Smith.
Corona Electric Portable a gentle touch of the keys and electricity takes
the work
off your hands . .. quickly, quietly and effortlessly. You finish typing
feeling as
fresh and relaxed as when you began. And no matter how you strike
. the keys,
every character prints with the same sharp, uniform impression. Just think
of the
new pride you will take in your personal correspondence! You owe it to
yourself
to see and try the revolutionary new Smith-Corona Electric Portable
today.

My Heartiest and Warmest Congratulations
To those of vou who voted for Tile, my profoundest and
kindest gratitude.
To those of you who could not vote for me offer my hand
in friendship with a perfect understanding that you were not actually
against me. and I realize many of you were already pledged before
I entered this race.
When you told me you were pledged, I insisted that you
stick to your word.
I hold no ill will for anyone, and certainly do not feel
(rushed in defeat.
I have always maintained if I cannot be big enough to
take defeat, then I would not be good enough to deserve victory.
•
This county has heretofore given me two outstanding victories. I am and shall always be humbly grateful for that. And I
shall continue striving to merit your friendship.
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Office Supply Department
USAF MAJ. David C. Simmons
tries out the balloon capsule tn
which he will attempt to soar
to a height of 100,000 feet and
stay there 24 hours this summer. He is shown in Minneapolis, Minn.
. (international)..
,
—

Mary Russell Williams

I monw

Even with the many new features on the Smith-Corona
Electric
Portable typewriter, it's amazingly compact and easy to carry.
And
it comes with its own luxurious "Holiday" carrying case.
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